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Life in sound
Research into how the auditory processing networks develop and function has been 
significantly advanced through the study of the brain activity of both musicians and 
bilinguals. Why would these two groups have anything in common? Because the auditory 
processing networks that we use to learn music and language (both our first and our second 
or third languages) are similar, and futher, overlap by undertaking two activities they get 
more of a workout. Any network that gets more of a workout becomes stronger, faster and 
more flexible, so studying musicians and bilinguals can reveal how the auditory processing 
network grows and changes.

The auditory processing network doesn’t just have the job of telling when there is sound 
and when there is not. It has to register the sound, break the sound down into its parts, 
figure out what the sound might mean and work out when the sound changes. I often 
think of the experience of hearing a crying baby and how parents become very attuned to 
slight differences in the cries to figure out if they need to change a nappy, feed their baby 
or wrap them up because they are cold. The auditory processing network is constantly in 
conversation with our cognitive network, our sensorimotor network and our reward network. 
Simultaneously it is working out if a single sound in a complex sound environment warrants 
its attention, indicates danger, requires us to move or makes us feel good. The auditory 
processing network is the workhorse of the sensory network.

For that reason, it is interesting to look at the impact that different activities have on the 
auditory processing network and what might be enhanced and diminished by the activities 
which we know give the auditory processing network a workout. Take a look at the diagram 
that comes from a conceptual paper by Prof Nina Kraus and Dr Travis White-Schwoch. Here 
they compare music learning and bilingualism which we know enhance auditory processing 
with the impacts of poverty which we know damages or underdevelops the auditory 
processing network.

Across the bottom of the diagram are six areas of auditory processing. Just to make sure 
you know what each of them means here is a summary of definitions.

• Pitch – the highness or lowness of a sound,
• Prosody – the patterns of stress and intonation in a language,
• Harmonics - an overtone accompanying a fundamental tone at a fixed interval,
• Neural Timing – the co-ordination of messages and information processing around 

the brain. Timing is critical to most forms of learning, behaviour, and sensory-motor 
processing,

• Response Consistency – how regularly the response to a sound is within the brain,
• Neural noise – just as it sounds, this is extra noise when our neurons are trying to 

communicate and send messages. This noise can influence the transmission and 
integration of signals from other neurons as well as alter the firing activity of neurons in 
isolation.

To read this diagram correctly, you need to know that the location of the crossbar in the 
columns indicates one of three things

• If the bar is above the midline – it means the activity enhances this aspect of auditory 
processing.

• If the bar is below the midline – it means the activity diminishes this aspect of auditory 
processing.

• If the bar is in the middle – it means the activity seems to have no affect on this aspect 
of auditory processing.

... the more effectively our auditory processing 
networks are firing the more effectively children 

can learn.

So, which of these aspects of auditory processing do we want to enhance, and which would 
we like to diminish? The answer is that the first five-pitch, prosody, harmonics, neural timing 
and response consistency - are all areas that can contribute to enhanced learning.

The final aspect, neural noise, is definitely one that we would like to diminish because it 
gets in the way of the neural messenger service doing its great work. I often think of it like 
trying to think when there is really loud music, trying to listen to someone talk in a very noisy 
bar or when very loud construction sounds going on right next to you. We can do it for a 
little while, but the cognitive energy required to process the auditory information becomes 
taxing and our brains can go into overload and shut down.

So, let’s see what the diagram tells us. Music, and in this case, music listening, enhances 
prosody, harmonics, neural timing and response consistency but interestingly not pitch, 

Image source: Kraus, N., & White-Schwoch, T. (2015). Unraveling the biology of auditory learning: a cognitive–sensorimotor–reward framework.
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“Making music 
requires an individual 
to engage multiple 
cognitive systems, and 
to direct attention to 
the sounds that are 
heard, produced, and 
manipulated.”

Kraus, N., et al. (2015). Unraveling the biology of auditory 
learning: a cognitive–sensorimotor–reward framework. 
Trends in cognitive sciences.

while also reducing neural noise. Bilingualism enhances pitch and response consistency 
while reducing neural noise. Poverty enhances prosody and neural noise.

The prosody enhancement may be due to living in a difficult home environment where 
being able to register if things are about to become violent, dangerous or difficult is very 
important for survival. Music listening enhances prosody as well, but I would think that is 
not a fear or survival induced enhancement. Importantly, one of the most impactful areas of 
learning for children who live in challenging situations is the amount of neural noise that is 
getting in the way of the neural messenger service.

Looking at the options for auditory processing enhancement for children, it seems like 
music listening (and we know music learning enhances the same areas, just to a greater 
extent) would be particularly beneficial for children who live in poverty, while bilingualism 
might be a good addition to music listening and learning for children who are not dealing 
with challenging life circumstances that are impacting their auditory processing.

We live our lives through our ears, and the more effectively our auditory processing 
networks are firing the more effectively children can learn.
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Life in sound

Think about your own experience of learning music and what you observed in your friends who 
were also learning music. Did you observe any changes in their ability to communicate and 
understand language? This process would have been incredibly slow with tiny changes that 
you may not have noticed, but is there an experience or instance where your music learning 
may have impacted on your communication skills (meaning your ability to hear prosody in 
speech, to learn effectively and block out all the other noise)?

These two experiments may take you into your own past and the sound environment of your 
childhood. If these memories trigger you, please seek the help you need.

1. Imagine or remember a sound environment where you are listening out for the prosody 
of voices very closely in order to remain safe. Then add to that memory or imagining a lot 
of extra noise inside your head, either musical or environmental noise. How would you 
then experience the world on a day to day basis?

2. Now imagine or remember when you did not need to be so on guard when it came to 
the voices around you, and the noise environment was less intrusive. How would your 
experience of the world change?

Personal Brain Buzz Experiment Time
Professional Reflection • Part 1
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Sound processing is not one process, but many processes happening at the same time. Our 
brains are extracting information from the sound environment and dissecting it for different 
meanings and associations. Music learning is a tool to hone this extraction and analysis 
process and it needs to be deliberately taught.

1. How do you, at least once every class or rehearsal, direct and assist students to dissect 
musical sound?

2. What are some of the teaching practices you may or still use that might not be taking 
the opportunity to explicitly teach this skill? (an example might be “listen to this music” 
without any further direction as to what to listen to or for).

We often think music is just music, and every student hears exactly what we hear. However, 
we forget that as musicians and music teachers, our processing of musical sound is highly 
developed. Experiment with your students to get a clear picture of what and when they hear 
different aspects of music.

1. When listening to music, either live or recorded, give your students a very specific 
element to listen to e.g. listen for the third note in the trumpet melody and tell me if it is 
sharp or flat. Then get the students to write down the answer (not verbally tell you). This 
ensures that students commit to their answer (not the “right” answer) and allows you to 
see which students get the correct answer and which ones may be hearing the note 
differently. This creates a great learning and teaching moment.

2. Musicians have been found to hear music both as a whole and as its different parts. 
Drum kit players and organists can do this simultaneously while other instrumentalists 
and singers often focus on their part more than the others. Play around with getting your 
student to “focus-pull” with their ears. This is the same process you would use with your 
eyes when you use a camera lens to focus. Our eyes can choose what to visually focus 
on. We can then transfer this process to our ears. A visual analogy is very useful when 
explaining this type of aural skill.

After completing this professional reflection, write at least two questions you have about this 
topic.

Teaching Brain Buzz Experiment Time

Questioning Brain Buzz

Life in sound
Professional Reflection • Part 2
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